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Planet Computers' clamshell phone can dual-boot Android and Linux [5]

Planet Computers' laptop-like Cosmo Communicator phone just became that much more
useful to its audience of very particular power users. The Cosmo now supports a promised
multi-boot function, letting you run Android (both regular and rooted), Debian Linux and
TWRP on the same device without one replacing the other. You'll have to partition your
storage and know your way around a boot menu, but this will give you a way to run Linux
apps or otherwise experiment with your phone.
You won't lose over-the-air updates for Android by installing Linux, Planet Computers said.
The multi-boot firmware is available for free, and there are instructions for installing Debian
and other software. This still isn't for the faint-hearted. However, it also represents one of the
few instances where a phone maker has officially enabled support for operating systems
besides the one that ships with the device. The Cosmo is also fairly well-suited to Linux

thanks to its keyboard -- you won't have to jump through hoops to use the command line.

How can IT manage Android Things devices in the enterprise? [6]

Recent versions of Google's Android OS support a wider range of devices via the Android
Things program's APIs and managing some of the newer devices can seem complicated at
first.
Thankfully, the underlying OS is essentially the same on all Android devices, so the EMM
platform management and enrollment processes are usually similar for Android Things
devices. The challenge for mobile admins is to develop a version of Android -- using the
Android SDK and Android Things APIs -- that functions on these dedicated devices.
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